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Hope Services 
Vice President of Technology 

Hope Services seeks a proven IT pro with a career track record of managing, selecting 
and implementing highly functional, user friendly, cost effective, secure, scalable and 
extendable administrative and externally facing technology platforms. 

Hope Services supports families who navigate developmental and behavioral challenges. 

Founded more than 60 years ago by parents wishing to ensure their children had opportunities 
afforded other children, Hope is located in the San Francisco Bay Area, and: 

 Supports over 3,500 individuals and families annually.   

 Offers a broad array of programs including day services, training and employment, 
community living, and mental health services to children, adults and seniors living in Santa 
Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz, San Mateo, Monterey, and Alameda counties. 

 The FY21 operating budget is $52M, of which about $45M is budgeted for programs.  

 Employs about 650 full-time employees, and another 200 part-time, temporary staff.  

 Has a diversified and stable revenue base, with a third earned from social enterprises, 
contributed revenue and other sources, and nearly two-thirds derived from government 
contracts and funding.  

Hope promotes the view that our world is better when people with disabilities are fully integrated 
into our communities.  With this mission at the organization’s heart, the Hope Services culture 
focuses on: compassion; services that deliver long-term improvements to the lives of clients in 
ways they define and value; approaches that engage all in the community; and an operating 
infrastructure that is lean, efficient, secure and highly functional.  This is a nimble organization that 
is responsive, innovative in practical ways, and opportunistic in service to Hope clients and 
prospective clients. 

The organization’s approach to tech will be informed by these values and cultural attributes.  

BASIC FUNCTION 

The Vice President of Technology’s (VPT) primary responsibility is to provide for stable, secure, 
documented, scalable and responsive systems that address the needs of internal and external 
Hope users.  These internal and external users are viewed as customers of the IT function and 
their satisfaction is viewed as critical to the success of Hope Services as a whole.  It is the VPT’s 
job to ensure that systems cost-efficiently meet the functional requirements of Hope Services, its 
community, business and other partners, and of prospective constituents.  

Hope’s technical environment has several components: 
 Office & Collaboration Tech, Help Desk – The organization’s staff uses over 600 

MS/Windows laptops and other devices to access and process information, and there is a 
substantial helpdesk function to address user questions, service broken hardware, and 
generally keep the organization operating.  Communications is enabled through a VOIP 
system, and a range of standard collaborative software applications and environments are 
used, including: Microsoft Azure as a semi-locked down workspace, Microsoft Office 365 for 
general office automation, Zoom for communications, Docusign, etc.  The objective for this 
area is to deliver a software stack that is mainstream, functional, easily maintained, 
bulletproof, secure and low cost.   

https://www.hopeservices.org/
https://www.hopeservices.org/how-we-help/
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 Core Systems that Advance Hope’s Mission – There are a number of mission-specific 
systems and solutions employed by Hope Services, including: 

o A subset of the Netsmart/Avatar suite of solutions which comprise Electronic Health 
Records, Case Management, Practice Management, Managed Services and 
associated functionality.  Government funders require use of this software.  It is 
anticipated that this software will remain mission critical, that configuration and 
optimization of this platform will be central to Hope’s success, and that new 
modules will be periodically implemented.   

o Certain case management functions are supplied by a platform produced by Vertex 
Systems; however, there is a sense that this platform will eventually be phased out.  

o Hope uses Zoom and the Hope Learning Services website to provide interactive 
training under the sub-brand “Hope to Home”.  The facility is an extension of 
Hope’s in-person programs, but forced online during the COVID pandemic as a way 
to both keep people AND connected.  The technical approaches taken are 
improvised, practical, low cost, effective and rely on standard functions available 
online.  The approach can be viewed as a successful proof of concept that the IT 
department can build out in collaboration with program professionals.  The 
approach employed to develop these capabilities (driven by program staff and client 
need, use of already available tech components, tied to immediate benefit) can also 
be replicated to develop other new functions for Hope Services and its clients.  

 Internal Infrastructure Systems - The Microsoft Dynamics SL platform provided by 
Velosio is used for finance; the Salesforce platform is being used as a fundraising database; 
and point of sale systems are provided by Retail Pro through BHD.  Over time there will be 
continual improvements in the use of data gathered from these various platforms to drive 
planning, strategy, accountability and transparency. 

 Website – Hope has a Wordpress-based content-focused website with some form-based 
interactive features, mostly related to donations, job applications, scheduling and such.  
The website is fairly standard and desktop-oriented, using Wordpress rendering to provide 
a reasonable experience when rendered on mobile devises.  

 Security & Privacy – Hope was attacked by a ransomware criminal gang and had to 
quickly recover, secure its data, and significantly upgrade its protections.  Black Mountain 
Dynamics was retained to help the organization in this.  Black Mountain continues to 
manage and upgrade security for Hope Services, and addition measures to lock-down all 
data and track interactions affecting sensitive data are underway.  Given threats that affect 
all businesses, government entities, nonprofits and individuals using technology, it is 
anticipated that Hope Services will continue to invest in security and privacy protections.  

 Future: Tech-Assisted Services –Hope Services plans, but does not yet provide, a 
comprehensive, branded, customer service portal for staff and client use; and a portal for 
telemedicine services.  It is anticipated that packaged, non-custom versions of such 
functions will be selected and implemented in the future, with a mobile-first design.   

The IT Department has a staff of 6; significant consulting relationships with a broad range of 
expert consultants and service providers that include Velosio, BHD, Black Mountain Dynamics, etc.; 
and a total technology budget of $1M.   Beyond a core staff group that provides technical support 
and help desk functions to keep computer hardware running and to troubleshoot user issues, the 
IT department functions as a general contractor selecting, engaging and managing subcontractors 
and vendors.  This capability is expected to grow over the next years. 

https://www.ntst.com/
https://vertexsystems.com/
https://vertexsystems.com/
https://www.hopelearningservices.org/
https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/sl/#sort=relevancy&f:@product=[Microsoft%20Dynamics%20SL]
https://www.velosio.com/
https://www.salesforce.org/nonprofit/fundraising/
https://www.retailpro.com/
https://bighairydog.com/
https://www.blackmtx.com/
https://www.blackmtx.com/
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The department is not adverse to providing internal support to users where a particular need has 
proved to be of a sustained nature and where it is more cost efficient to hire and retain internal 
staff to address that need.  However, an important attribute of Hope’s tech approach is that the 
organization is not intent on introducing technical approaches that result in the need for a diverse 
array of technical and engineering skills represented on staff.  Hope focuses on providing services 
to people, not on designing, developing and delivering cutting edge tech.  To serve people well, 
Hope needs a very practical, stable, secure and highly functional tech environment for internal 
users and customers.  The VPT has a key role in shaping this important element of the 
organization’s operations and customer service environment. 

The VPT reports to the CFO and the CEO, and will work closely with other senior staff, partners 
and vendors.  Hope pursues a permanent agenda of lean innovative practice that favors off-the-
shelf solutions and proven technologies.  The VPT must work with the professional staff and other 
advisors to strike a balance between ideal solutions, practicality and cost.  This is a roll up your 
sleeves, participatory organization, and staff teams form flexibly around projects.  The VPT should 
be willing and able to act as a strategist in shaping a technology environment to advance Hope’s 
work, and as an architect, collaborator, manager and tactical implementer.   

THE FIRST 120 DAYS AND BEYOND 

The VPT will immediately assess the state of play of in-process technical projects, assess short 
term risk to any part of Hope’s technical infrastructure, and review changes and upgrades to the 
operating infrastructure.  In consultation with the CFO, CEO, the management team and staff, the 
VPT will shift priorities as appropriate and manage delivery of such activities to time and budgetary 
targets.   

In the first 120 days, the VPT, in consultation with all members of the Hope leadership team, will 
review and enhance all IT plans, shaping a revised plan, with at least the following 5 sections: 
internally facing core systems; externally facing software, including the website and self-service 
modules; technical operations, including hardware/cloud architecture, network requirements, 
backup, recovery and security procedures; staffing or contractor/vendor plan; department budget.  
This plan will be continually updated and shared with other members of the management team as 
appropriate. 

On an ongoing basis, the VPT will:  

 Chair an IT Steering Committee (ITSC) comprised of senior managers representing a cross-
section of Hope key business users and departments; continually assess and address 
Hope’s various IT requirements, and annually update the IT plan and budget. 

 Manage the day-to-day activities of the IT department, including all vendor, subcontractor 
and partner relationships. 

 Evaluate, assess and evolve staff capabilities, the systems roadmap, and vendor and 
partner relationships to ensure that the IT function is scaled to meets the changing needs 
of Hope and its constituents on an ongoing basis. 

 Approve, coordinate and lead all projects related to selection, acquisition, development and 
installation of major information systems; provide advice on evaluation, return on 
investment, user experience and other factors that guide system evaluation. 

 Develop and enforce appropriate IT policies and procedures to protect Hope’s data and its 
investment in IT. 
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Hope has a special obligation to community members, partners and others to ensure the integrity 
and confidentiality of all data and to minimize the risks of security exploits of any kind.  Standards 
must be established to maximize data security and for seamless continued operation in the event 
of catastrophic failure of individual components.  The VPT will immediately review and enhance 
these standards, as needed, on an on-going basis.   

IDEAL EXPERIENCE 

Candidates should have the following type of experience and qualifications: • At least 10 – 15 years of experience with packaged software implementation, preferably 
experience implementing diverse modules of integrated software packages with ERP, CRM and 
HR functionality, and Electronic Health Records, Case Management, Practice Management, 
Managed Services and associated functionality.  Experience with the Netsmart/Avatar suite of 
solutions or similar platform would be advantageous. • Experience managing complex environments with many stakeholders and conflicting priorities 
where triaging skills are essential to focusing limited resources on those IT investments that 
are most critical; experience serving departments that ‘own’ particular systems functions (case 
management, provision of health services, finance, CRM, etc.);  • Strong, practical, line IT-management experience keeping hardware operational, and managing 
diverse software implementation projects;  a broad range of tools and approaches for 
implementing new systems and functions, including:  systems selection, project management, 
custom systems and interface development (particularly approaches that minimize the need for 
any custom development);  • Strong experience in development and on-going refresh of customer-facing websites, systems 
and functions, including content management and self-service systems; solid familiarity with 
the integration of cloud-based capabilities into the IT solution-set; • Various approaches for managing, changing and documenting systems that have already been 
implemented, including support incident management, re-engineering workflows to improve 
efficiency, training on new functionality, etc.; • Experience in managing mixed teams of staff, temporary staff, subcontractors and software 
vendor personnel to deliver results in a cost and time efficient way; experience implementing 
accountability standards into contracts, RFPs, evaluation instruments, and compensation plans; 
diverse metrics of effectiveness and user satisfaction; • An advanced degree (MS, MBA) is preferred but is not required; this role is focused not on 
particular educational credentials, but on the ability to deliver cost effective, well-documented 
systems with positive impact on clients and staff, that are secure, and that can evolve.  • A track record as an exceptional communicator that is able to convey complex concepts to 
people of differing levels of knowledge and experience in writing as well as verbally; 
experience preparing and making effective presentations to diverse groups large and small 
with different interests and priorities; a good listener and strategist; comfortable receiving 
input from many sources, and able to analyze and formulate disparate information into a 
sound, well-organized plan; • A person with the experience and judgment to focus scarce financial, staff and technical 
resources on addressing the highest priorities first, with a sophisticated understanding of how 
different types of investment in technology might yield a positive return on investment for an 
organization like Hope;  

https://www.ntst.com/
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• A charismatic communicator, able to convey the underlying logic for decisions to invest or not 
invest in functionality that particular constituents might desire; exceptional verbal and written 
communication skills, tact and political acumen are very important; • A hard worker with a high energy level; a “doer” with a willingness to work hands-on; 
emotionally mature with a very good sense of humor and the flexibility and sensitivity to work 
with diverse personalities and situations. 

Oscar Quiros 
(415)762-2643 or OscarQ@mOppenheim.com 

Mark Oppenheim 
(415)762-2640 or MarkO@mOppenheim.com 
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